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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to Everything You Wanted to Know About Lab Reports: Workshop	September 12, 2012, Bethune College Room 203Writing Lab Reports The lab report is a straight forward summary of your experiment's purpose, methods, and results. 	Keep in mind that individual instructors may have a specific format or style that they require you to follow. Please be sure to consult your professor about the specifics of what to include in your lab report, and what style to follow. If you are in Biology, they may request you to use the CSE style which used to be the CBE. If you are in Chemistry, then the ACS style manual would be followed. 
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What are the main sections of a lab 
report? 
 Title 
 Abstract 
 Introduction 
 Method(s) or Materials and Methods 
 Results 
 Discussion/ Discussion & Conclusions 
 References 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The typical lab report will have: Title pageAbstract, which summarizes your findingsAn introduction, which states the problem, question, hypothesis, or objective. The introduction should state why this problem is worth investigating.A summary of your methods, told chronologically and precisely, so that other scientists might replicate them.A summary of your results, in which you lay out for your readers the data that your research has generated. Again, you will want to present these results clearly, thoroughly, and precisely.A discussion of your results, in which you explore their significance. Even if your results haven't provided you with the information you sought, they remain important in that they might suggest other experiments to scientists interested in your subject.References that you used



Title Page 
Information to Include 

 Title of the experiment 
 Use a descriptive phrase for the title 

 Should be informative 
 May describe major results 
 Descriptive is better than clever 

 Course number and section if applicable 
 Your name  
 Your student number if required 
 Names of lab partners if applicable 
 Submission date 
 TA’s name who will be marking your report 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
. The Title Page needs to contain the Title and number of the experiment: Titles should be straightforward, informative, and less than ten wordsCourse number and sectionYour name and student number if requiredNames of lab partnersDate of submissionIf there are many sections and TAs, then it may be a good idea to include the name of the person you are submitting to. 



Title 
Clever, vs. Descriptive 

 
Too Hot to Handle: Temperature and 

Photosynthesis 

Effects of temperature on 
photosynthesis in aquatic plants 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example slide of an appropriate VS an inappropriate title. 



Abstract  
 Concise, detailed summary of the report 
 Summarizes important aspects of the 

report:  
 Purpose 
 Key findings 
 Significance 
 Theory or methodology 

 Do not include citations 
 One short paragraph ~200 words 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2. The Abstract  provides a concise summary of your report. summarizes the essential aspects of the report: purpose of the experiment (sometimes expressed as the purpose of the report), key findings, significance and major conclusions. often also includes a brief reference to theory or methodology. information should clearly enable readers to decide whether they need to read your whole report. The abstract should be one paragraph of 100-200 words



Introduction 
What is it all about? Why do this experiment? 

 Purpose 
 Puts the experiment into context 

 Background theory and knowledge needed 
to understand the experiment 

 Literature reviewed refers to work of other 
researchers (primary literature)  
 Primary sources (sometimes required) 

 Rather than repeating the lab manual, 
show your comprehension of the problem 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Introduction is more narrowly focused than the abstract. states the objective of the experiment. This can take the form of a thesis statement. It provides the reader with background to the experimentState the topic of your report clearly and concisely, in one or two sentencesA good introduction also provides whatever background theory, previous research, or formulas the reader needs to know. It can take the form of a mini literature review, and so would include references to the work of other researchers. Usually, an instructor does not want you to repeat the lab manual, but to show your own comprehension of the problem. If the amount of introductory material seems to be a lot, consider adding subheadings such as: Theoretical Principles or Background. 



Introduction 
Tips on using Past and Present Tense: 

 The experiment is already finished.  Use 
the past tense when talking about the 
experiment and what you did. 
 "The objective of the experiment was..."  

 The report, the theory and permanent 
equipment still exist; therefore, these get 
the present tense: 
 "The purpose of this report is..."  

"Bragg's Law for diffraction is ..."  
"The scanning electron microscope produces 
micrographs ...  

 Engineering Communication Centre Online 
Handbook, UofT.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tips on using Verb Tense �Introductions often create difficulties for students who struggle with keeping verb tenses straight. These two points should help you navigate the introduction: The experiment is already finished.  Use the past tense when talking about the experiment."The objective of the experiment was..." The report, the theory and permanent equipment still exist; therefore, these get the present tense:"The purpose of this report is..." �"Bragg's Law for diffraction is ..." �"The scanning electron microscope produces micrographs ... 



Finding References 
 Where do you start your research? 
 How do you evaluate your resources? 

 Primary   
 Secondary  
 Tertiary 

 Why is primary best? 

 You don’t need to find articles that are identical 
to your hypothesis – that is not the point 

 How do you use the resources that you find? 
 Background information 
 Organisms, theories, knowledge 
 Justification of your purpose/hypothesis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finding ReferencesWhere do you start your research?How do you evaluate your resources?Primary vs. Secondary vs. TertiaryWhy is primary best?DO NOT expect to find articles that are identical to your hypothesis – that is not the pointHow do you use the resources that you find?Background informationDescribe Organisms, theories, knowledgeJustify your purpose/hypothesis



Primary Literature  
 
 

 Primary or Scholarly literature is  
the first formal write up of the 
experiment. 

 Types of primary literature: 
 Dissertations and Theses 
 Conference Papers 
 Journal Articles*** 

 ***Usually peer reviewed*** 



What is Peer Review? 
 A process by which articles are reviewed by 

researchers for scientific and technical merit. 
 

 Researchers submit their article to the journal they 
wish to publish in.  
 

 The publisher sends it to experts from outside the 
research team who assess the submitted article and 
report back to the publisher with their assessment.  
 This may include information about what applicants can do to 

improve the chances their article will receive a positive review. 
 Rerun some experiments 
 Provide more proof 
 Rewrite some parts – etc.  

 

 Once the article has been brought up to the 
standards imposed by the journal, it is accepted for 
publication, and it joins the ranks of other peer 
reviewed articles. 
 



What does a primary article in science 
look like? 
 Reference: Title, Authors, Source 
 Abstract – Informative rather than evaluative 

 Summarizes the article from an objective point of view 
 Contains the important results and conclusions  

 Introduction 
 Provides the background for the research (literature review)  
 States the thesis (usually toward the end of the intro) 
 Answers the question: why is this research being done? 

 Materials and methods 
 Subjects: experimental and control groups, tests run, apparati and methods used. 

 Results 
 Tables and Figures  

 Conclusions 
 What the results mean in the framework of the research 

 Discussion 
 How does this research fit into the big picture? 
 Why is it important to the field? 

 Reference list 
 Usually extensive, and provides support and evidence for the research conducted and 

the statements made 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Audience: other researchersTone: scholarly, informative, objectiveLanguage: jargon specific to the field of researchPurpose: To convey information about the research i.e. materials and methods, conclusions and results To provide enough detail to enable other scholars to repeat the experiments and obtain the same resultsEmphasis: to convince other scholars of the importance of the research, and establish their position on the “leading edge” in the fieldExamples of scholarly  journals in science:NatureScienceJournal of Cell BiologyEcology



Secondary Literature 
 Secondary literature 

summarizes primary 
research for a scholarly 
audience 

 Abstracts: summarize the 
content of the article – help 
indexers and searchers to 
determine what the article is 
“about” 

 

 Review articles: written for 
researchers and professionals 
who want to gain a grasp of the 
developments in a field. 
 Reference list: contain further 

reading for those interested in 
going into more depth on the 
topic 

 



Tertiary Literature – accepted facts 

Research has reached the 
accepted theory stage  
 

Examples of  tertiary literature:  
 

•Handbooks 
•Field Guides 
•Dictionaries 
•Encyclopaedias 
•Textbooks  



Materials and Methods (Equipment) 
 List all of materials 

and equipment used 
in your lab 

 You may reference 
your lab manual or a 
standard procedure or 
source that provides 
this information 
 Note any changes or 

substitutions you made 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Methods and Materials (or Equipment) can usually be a simple list, but make sure it is accurate and complete.  In some cases, you can simply direct the reader to a lab manual or standard procedure: "Equipment was set up as in CHE 276 manual." But make sure you note any changes or differences from the lab manual or source.



Methods: Procedures 
 Explain the steps for the experiment as 

they actually occurred in paragraph form 
 Note any changes/substitutions you made that 

differ from the lab manual 

 Again, you may reference your lab manual 
or a standard procedure or other source 
that you used 

 Should be detailed enough that someone 
could reproduce the results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Experimental Procedure describes the process in chronological order. Using clear paragraph structure, explain all steps in the order they actually happened, not as they were supposed to happen. If your professor says you can simply state that you followed the procedure in the manual, be sure you still document occasions when you did not follow that exactly (e.g. "At step 4 we performed four repetitions instead of three, and ignored the data from the second repetition").If you've done it right, another researcher should be able to duplicate your experiment. 



Results 
What happened? 

 Summary of the final data 
(could be tabulated or 
graphed) 

 Short paragraph along with 
any relevant charts, graphs 
 Label and associate charts and 

graphs with the text 
 Provide legends for all graphs and 

tables 

 Includes any sample 
calculations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Results are usually dominated by calculations, tables and figures; however, you still need to state all significant results explicitly in verbal form. Be sure to label and associate the data (graphs and charts) with the text. Graphs and tables also need titles and legends. You can also include sample calculations that will provide necessary information for anyone wanting to reproduce your experiment.



Discussion:  
Explain, Analyze, Interpret 

 Analysis  
 What do the results indicate clearly?  
 What have you found? 
 Explain what you know with certainty based 

on your results and draw conclusions 
 Interpretation 

 What is the significance of the results? 
 What ambiguities exist?  
 What questions might we raise?  
 Find logical explanations for problems in the 

data  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discussion is the most important part of your report, because here, you show that you understand the experiment beyond the simple level of completing it. Explain. Analyse. Interpret. Some people like to think of this as the "subjective" part of the report. By that, they mean this is what is not readily observable. This part of the lab focuses on a question of understanding "What is the significance or meaning of the results?" To answer this question, use both aspects of discussion:  Analysis What do the results indicate clearly? What have you found?Explain what you know with certainty based on your results and draw conclusionsInterpretationWhat is the significance of the results?What ambiguities exist? What questions might we raise? Find logical explanations for problems in the data: 



Strategies to Focus your Discussion: 
 Compare expected results with those obtained  

 Do the results support your initial hypothesis? 
 Analyze and explain any experimental error  
 Explain how experimental design might be improved  

 Explain your results in terms of theoretical issues   
 If your lab is intended to illustrate important laws then discuss 

the theory: How well has the theory been illustrated? Are 
there alternate explanations? 

 Relate results to your experimental objective(s) 
 Eg if you are identifying an unknown substance, then be sure 

to know the attributes of the substance(s) that you think it 
might be so you can draw accurate conclusions and explain 
them.   

 Compare your results to similar investigations 
 Compare outcomes with classmates, not to change your 

answer, but to look for any anomalies between the groups and 
discuss those.   

 Analyze the strengths and limitations of your 
experimental design 
 Particularly if you have designed the thing you are testing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More particularly, focus your discussion with strategies like these: Compare expected results with those obtained. Do the results support your initial hypothesis?If there were differences, how can you account for them? Saying "human error" implies you're incompetent. Be specific; for example: the instruments could not measure precisely, the sample was not pure or was contaminated, or calculated values did not take friction into account.  Analyze experimental error. Was it avoidable? Was it a result of equipment?  If an experiment was within the tolerances, you can still account for the difference from the ideal. If the flaws result from the experimental design explain how the design might be improved. Explain your results in terms of theoretical issues.  Often undergraduate labs are intended to illustrate important physical laws, such as Kirchhoff's voltage law, or the Müller-Lyer illusion.  Usually you will have discussed these in the introduction. In this section move from the results to the theory. How well has the theory been illustrated? Are there alternate explanations?  Relate results to your experimental objective(s). If you set out to identify an unknown metal by finding its lattice parameter and its atomic structure, you'd better know the metal and its attributes so you can draw accurate conclusions and explain them. . Compare your results to similar investigations. �In some cases, it is legitimate to compare outcomes with classmates, not to change your answer, but to look for any anomalies between the groups and discuss those. But ask your TAs if this is appropriate first.  Analyze the strengths and limitations of your experimental design. This is particularly useful if you have designed the thing you're testing (e.g. a circuit).



Conclusion: 
 State what is known  
 Justify that statement 
 State the significance of your findings 
 Suggest further research 

 The conclusion might be a place to discuss 
weaknesses of experimental design (if not 
dealt with in the discussion) 

 What future work needs to be done to extend 
your conclusions 

 What the implications of your conclusion are   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conclusion can be very short in most undergraduate laboratories. Simply state what you know now for sure, as a result of the lab, and justify that statement. You can also state the significance of your findings and suggest further research.The conclusion might be a place to discuss weaknesses of experimental design (if not dealt with in the discussion)What future work needs to be done to extend your conclusionsWhat the implications of your conclusion are 



References 
 Avoid Academic Dishonesty by citing your 

sources and references 
 Include your lab manual and any outside reading you 

have done  

 Use the reference style recommended by your 
Professor/Teaching Assistant 
 These usually follow the style of your discipline – ACS 

for Chemistry, CSE for biology, etc.  
 If none are recommended, then select an appropriate 

one and be consistent 

 Use Refworks to manage  
 your references 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
References include your lab manual and any outside reading you have done. These should follow the style of your discipline – ACS for Chemistry, CSE for biology, etc.   Use RefWorks to manage your references. It will save a lot of time that is better spent on writing and thinking about the content of you lab report.RefWorks Handout



Appendices 
 Optional 

 May be required by your assignment 

 Includes supplementary elements 
 Raw data, calculations, graphs, pictures, tables 

not in the report itself 
 Each item in a separate appendix 

 Refer to each appendix at least once in 
the report 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Appendices  typically include such elements as raw data, calculations, graphs pictures or tables that have not been included in the report itself. Each kind of item should be contained in a separate appendix. Make sure you refer to each appendix at least once in your report. For example, the results section might begin by noting: "Micrographs printed from the Scanning Electron Microscope are contained in Appendix A." 



Questions to ask While Reading a 
Primary Article    -Pechenik pg35 

In a few sentences, summarize the topics that are covered in the article.  
 Why was this study undertaken?  
 What is the point of the article?  
 What are the researcher’s main questions?  
How was the study designed and how does the design answer the questions?  
What are the controls for each experiment? 
What are the results of the experiment; does it answer the questions posed? 
What questions remain unanswered? 
Evaluate the usefulness of this article  
 Is it a useful source?  
 What is the goal of this article?  
Reflect on how this article fits into your topic.  
 How might it help you shape your argument?   
 Has it changed how you think about your topic? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I thought I’d distill a few questions that are useful to answer when you are reading a paper. Answering these questions will assist you in focusing your attention to information that will be useful in your lab report write-ups. 



Additional Resources 
 How to write a lab report for Biology  

 http://www.union.edu/academic_depts/biology/ResearchRepor
ts.php  

 Guide to Writing a Lab Report For Chemistry and 
Biochemistry Students  
 http://learning.concordia.ca/Help/handouts/WritingHO/lab_rep

ort.shtml 
 Writing a Physics Lab Report 

http://www.umanitoba.ca/virtuallearningcommons/page/12
70  

 Porush, David. (1995). A Short Guide to Writing About 
Science. (HarperCollins).   
 Although, this book uses the "scientific article" as the basic 

form for writing, it essentially views that as an extended lab 
report. Therefore, it has useful chapters on each of the 
sections of a lab report.  

 Pechenik, Jan A. (2010). A Short Guide to Writing About 
Biology. 7th ed. (New York : Longman) 

http://www.union.edu/academic_depts/biology/ResearchReports.php
http://www.union.edu/academic_depts/biology/ResearchReports.php
http://learning.concordia.ca/Help/handouts/WritingHO/lab_report.shtml
http://learning.concordia.ca/Help/handouts/WritingHO/lab_report.shtml
http://www.umanitoba.ca/virtuallearningcommons/page/1270
http://www.umanitoba.ca/virtuallearningcommons/page/1270
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